BLF34
Features
Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex
LED ﬂame technology creates the illusion
of a true ﬁre.

Wickson Wall-mount Fireplace

Media Bed
Tumbled glass ember bed pieces that
are colored and silvered on one side for
an alluring effect.
Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater
designed to keep the rooms you spend
the most time in warm and comfortable.
Reduce your central furnace temperature
and cut your heating costs!

19 3/8 in.
49.2 cm

Remote
Includes a convenient remote control for
ease of use at your ﬁngertips.
Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the ﬂame with or
without the heater for year-round
enjoyment.
Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe to
touch.
Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only
pennies per hour.*

34 1/8 in.
86.7 cm

7 in.
17.8 cm
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PARTIAL RECESSED
2 x 4 Framing

STUD

Green
The green alternative. No harmful
particulates or emissions and 100%
efﬁcient. Produces 90% less carbon
dioxide than an average direct vent gas
ﬁreplace.

FULLY R ECESSED
2 x 8 Framing

KEY-HOLE

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household
outlet.
Direct Wire Capabilities
Can be direct-wired for a seamless look.
Wall Opening
33" (83.8 cm) W x
181/2" (47 cm) H

Wall Opening
301/2" (77.5 cm) W x
161/2" (41.9 cm) H

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step
assembly instructions allowing you more
time to enjoy your ﬁreplace.

71/16" (17.9 cm)

341/8" (86.7 cm)

cm)
The sizing of this linear electric ﬁreplace makes32it a" (8.23
perfect
ﬁt for any room. Ambiance, warmth
29
" (7.61 cm)
and snug to the wall fit make this unit a must have for the most
discerning consumer or
7 "
19 "
(17.9 cm)
(49.4 cm)
designer.
The LED ﬂame meanders from the middle of the crushed
glass ember bed giving the
unit an impressive effect.
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33/4"
(9.5 cm)

120 Volts / 1,220 Watts / 4,163 BTU

Model #

Description

Lbs / Kg

18" (45.7 cm)

16" (40.6 cm)

7/16

UPC

Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD)

Cube

Inches

cm

ft3

m3

80 X 23 X 12

203.2 X 58.4 X 30.5

12.8

0.4

Package consists of one carton:
BLF34

Firebox

140 / 63.6

781052 083691

2 yr.

* Based on national average residential electricity
rate. Rates vary.

Speciﬁcations, ﬁnishes and dimensions are subject to change. †Limited warranty ©2013 Dimplex North America Limited.
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